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WARNING
The handouts contain the main information 

slides, not all the slides we might refer to today.

The order may change depending on the needs 
of the participants today.



If there are any slides which you think should be 
included in the presentation with staff this 

afternoon, please note them down.



Introductions



Who’s in the room?
• I#switched#the#alarm#to#snooze#a#few#times#before#getting#up#this#

morning.

• I#often#leave#sessions#like#this#more#confused#than#when#I#started#the#

day.

• I#have#never#had#a#‘job’#outside#education.

• I#exercised#this#morning,#before#coming#here.

• I#have#been#in#my#current#position#less#than#two#years.

• I#have#a#good#understanding#of#the#PLC#concepts.

• I#always#have#to#start#my#day#with#a#coffee.

• I#feel#there#is#more#clarity#now#than#ever#before#about#what#improves#

schools.

• To#me#exercise#is#walking#to#the#letter#box#to#check#for#mail.

• I’ve#got#my#next#holiday#planned.

• I#like#my#pet(s)#more#than#I#like#some#of#my#relatives.

• I#was#an#‘average’#or#‘above#average’#student#at#school.



At your table

Discuss:
• What do you hope to 

achieve today?
• How do you feel about 

being here?

We will nominate a 
person to share from 

each table.



Outline of the Day
PLC Overview

• Background of a PLC;  What it is/What it isn’t
• The 6 Questions 

Transforming Collaboration
• Schoolwide Norms (Mission, Vision, Values)
• Collaborative Team Norms
• The PLC learning cycle

Transforming Curriculum
• What do we want our students to know?



Desired Outcomes
By the end of this session participants will have….
• a deeper understanding of the concept of a PLC
• a clearer understanding of the characteristics of an 

effective PLC and collaborative teams
• an fuller understanding of the PLC process
• a deeper understanding of the actions and tasks required 

for your school to continue to grow as a PLC
• a deeper understanding of the tasks of the collaborative 

teams in a PLC
• considered your personal commitment to the PLC process
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The standards and 
behaviours by which we 
agree to operate while 
we are in this group.

Participants

NORMS



• Contribute fully to your own learning and the 
learning of others
• Listen fully with the intention to understand
• Share air space 
• Have ‘courageous’ conversations
• Demonstrate respect for one another
• Follow time allocations
• Thinking how to apply your learning in other 

situations
• Pay attention to ‘Ah Ha’ moments
• Turn ‘Yeah buts’….. into… ‘What ifs…’



With a colleague discuss the norm 
that is most important to you and 
why.
Make a commitment to this 
norm for the duration of 
today.

Participants

NORMS



What Is A Professional Learning 
Community?

On you table, working with your colleagues, draw 
a picture which depicts your collective knowledge 
of what a Professional Learning Community is.

Think of the work your school has been doing to 
inform your picture.

One of your team members will 
be selected to report back on 
behalf of the team.



“Its hard enough to explain what a 
complex idea means, for action when 
you understand it.

It is impossible when you use terms 
that sound impressive, but you don’t 
really understand what they mean.”

Clarity precedes competence

- The Knowing Doing Gap ; Jeffrey Pfeffer and Robert I Sutton; 
Harvard Business School Press; 2000. 



“We subscribe to the theory that 
effective communication requires 
repetition to the point of redundancy.”

- Richard Dufour and Michael Fullan; Cultures Built to Last,  2013, 
p.10

Clarity precedes competence



“Never just remember how to do 
something, understand how it works.

When you know how to do something, you 
have a skill.  When you understand how 
something works, you can alter that 
knowledge and adapt it for your best uses.

This gives you confidence and the ability to 
grow.”

- Martin Rue; martinrue.com/

Clarity precedes competence



“Any fool can know. 

The point is to understand.”

- Albert Einstein

Clarity precedes competence



AGENDA
Session One:  9.00 – 11.00 am

Session Two:  11.30 – 1.00 pm

Session Three:  1.30 – 3.00 pm



PLC 
Overview



Knowledge Hunt
1. With your table team, record on the large 

paper, everything the team knows collectively 
about PLCs?

2. Order your knowledge as follows:

100%ICERTAIN NOTISURE/
MAYBE

QUESTIONSIWEI
HAVE



Overview of a 
Professional Learning Community



TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

In the past, school culture has 
been one of the most neglected 
aspects of the school 
improvement process.

A school’s culture is the lens 
through which the daily work of 
education is viewed and 
evaluated.  Simply put, school 
culture is “the way we do things 
around here.”

Professional Learning Community



TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

1.  What is it we want our students to know?

2.  How we will know if our students are 
learning?

TRANSFORMING 
INSTRUCTION

TRANSFORMING
TEACHER

DEVELOPMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COMMUNITITES

TRANSFORMATIVE
LEADERSHIP

3.  How will we respond when students do 
not learn?

Six Fundamental Questions



TRANSFORMING 
INSTRUCTION

TRANSFORMING
TEACHER

DEVELOPMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COMMUNITITES

TRANSFORMATIVE
LEADERSHIP

5.  How will we increase our instructional 
competence?

TRANSFORMING 
INSTRUCTION

TRANSFORMING
TEACHER

DEVELOPMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COMMUNITITES

TRANSFORMATIVE
LEADERSHIP

4.  How will we enrich and extend the 
learning for students who are proficient? 

6.  How will we coordinate our efforts as a 
school?

Six Fundamental Questions



TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

• Schoolwide
Norms

• Schoolwide
structures

• Team Norms

• Productive 
Collaboration

• Identifying 
Essential Content

• Learning Goals

• Proficiency 
Scales

• Student friendly 
learning

• Proficiency Scales as 
basis for assessment

• Assessment blueprint

• Discussing 
assessment results

• Tracking student 
progress

• SMART goals

• System of feedback

PLC Emphases and Actions



• High quality 
instruction

• Planning after 
assessment

• Inquiry into 
teacher practice

• Response to 
Intervention

• Instructional 
Rounds

• Reflective 
Practice

• Peer coaching

• Seeking student 
feedback

• Action research

• The Importance of 
School Leadership

• Second-Order 
Change

• Leadership for 
Second-Order 
Change

TRANSFORMING 
INSTRUCTION

TRANSFORMING
TEACHER

DEVELOPMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COMMUNITITES

TRANSFORMATIVE
LEADERSHIP

TRANSFORMING 
INSTRUCTION

TRANSFORMING
TEACHER

DEVELOPMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COMMUNITITES

TRANSFORMATIVE
LEADERSHIP

TRANSFORMING 
INSTRUCTION

TRANSFORMING
TEACHER

DEVELOPMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COMMUNITITES

TRANSFORMATIVE
LEADERSHIP

PLC Emphases and Actions



School Transformation    = change



Why?



“All#the#great#inspiring

leaders#and#organisations in#the#

world,#whether#it’s#Apple#or#

Martin#Luther#King#Jr.#or#the#Wright#

brothers,#all#think,#act#and#

communicate#the#same#way.##And#

it’s#the#complete#opposite#to#

everyone#else.##It#all#starts#with#
asking#the#question,#‘Why?”
- Sinek (2009), TED Talk    
https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action



Learn How to Start with Why?



Learn How to Start with Why?



Learn How to Start with Why?
1. You will be given time to individually consider 

the questions on the following slide.  You 
may like to jot down your thoughts.

2. After thinking about the questions, take a few 
minutes with your team to honestly 

consider each of the   
questions about why you   
became an educator.

3. At the end of the discussion   
record any similarities or   
differences you have heard.



Learn How to Start with Why?
1. What made you feel you had something to 

offer students to help them learn?
2. Remember your first year of teaching and the 

hope and desire you had to reach each 
student.  What did it motivate you to do?

3. What was your first concrete 
evidence of success in your 
teaching, and how did this 
impact on you?

4. What did it feel like when you 
know you had had an impact?



How#many#individuals#or#teams#

indicated#that#they#went#into#teaching#

or#education#for:

- accountability?
- scores?
- testing?



“Policymakers#want#a#high#

sense#of#urgency#for#change#

and#results#in#education#in#

order#to#be#competitive#

worldwide.##However,#the#
nature#of#the#approach#to#
prescribe#accountability#
and#to#emphasize#
evaluation#has#the#potential#
to#decrease#the#success#
rates#of#our#schools…..”

Kirtman,#L.#(2013)#Leadership*and*teams:*The*
missing*piece*of*the*educational*reform*

puzzle.*



Becoming a Professional 
Learning Community begins with 
examining your culture, 
fundamental purpose and 
commitment to ensuring learning 
for all.



Some things 
we know as 

facts.



Fact
1.  Educators are hard-

working, dedicated 
individuals.



Fact
2.  Despite all their 
hard work, teachers 
struggle to help all 

students learn at high 
levels.



Fact
3.  The work is never 
easy and is becoming 

more difficult every 
year.



Participants

QUESTION?

We know that teachers 
make a difference… but 
WHAT makes the 
difference in teachers?



Background of  a 
Professional 

Learning Community





The importance of collaboration in general 
has been prominent in the literature since at 
least 1970s, and the concept of a 
professional learning community
(PLC) in particular has been prevalent since at 
least the 1990s. (Marzano, 2015)



The research is conclusive, 
collaborative schools can 

improve learning.



Professional Learning 
Communities are based on 

collaboration.



John&

Hattie

“…..John Hattie concluded that 
the best way to improve 
schools was to organize 
teachers into collaborative 
teams ……. In other words, he 
urged schools to function as 
Professional Learning 
Communities.”

“Professional Learning Communities: 
The Key to Improved Teaching and Learning”

By Dr. Rick DuFour
AdvancED, Fall 2009



‘Robert Marzano came to a 
similar conclusion when he 
described the PLC concept as 
“one of the most powerful 
initiatives for school 
improvement I have seen in 
the last decade.” ‘

“Professional Learning Communities: 
The Key to Improved Teaching and Learning”

By Dr. Rick DuFour
AdvancED, Fall 2009



“If teachers are to change, they 
need to participate in a 
professional learning 
community that is focused on 
becoming responsive to 
students because such a 
community gives teachers 
opportunities to process new 
information while helping them 
keep the eye on the goal.”

Helen Timperley : Teacher Professional Learning 
and Development 2008



“….we have an increasingly 
clear picture of the nature and 
importance of professional 
learning communities in 
schools.” 

On Common Ground:
The Power of Professional 

Learning Communities,
Michael Fullan



“Effective schools are 
distinguished by professional 
leadership motivated by the desire 
to build a vibrant professional 
learning community.”

Professional Learning in Effective Schools 
The Seven Principles of Highly Effective 

Professional Learning , 
Richard Elmore

Department of education, 2005



“In order for a school to be 
educationally successful, it must 
be a community of 
professionals working together 
toward a vision of teaching and 
learning that transcends 
individual classrooms, grade 
levels, and departments.”

Educational Leadership
September 1992, Volume 50, Number 1

Building a Community for Learning Pages 24-27
The Essence of School Renewal: The Prose Has Begun

Carl D. Glickman



“…. where teachers formed 
active professional learning 
communities, student 
absenteeism and dropout rates 
were reduced and achievement 
increased significantly….” 

Professional Learning in the Learning Profession: 
A Status Report on Teacher Development in the 

United States and Abroad
Linda Darling-hammond, Ruth Chung Wei, 

Alethea Andree, Nikole Richardson and Stelios Orphanos
School Redesign Network At Stanford University 



“……..professional learning 
communities are the surest, 
fastest way to instructional 
improvement.” 

Mike Schmoker, Results Now: How We Can 
Achieve Unprecedented Improvements in 

Teaching and Learning. Alexandria, Va.: Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2006, 106-108. 

Douglas

Reeve



“…. professional&

collaboration,#in#the#form#of#

professional&learning&

communities&can#be#a#powerful#

catalyst#for#building#professional#

capital#and#by#association,#

improving#school#performance.”

Alma&

Harris

and&

Michelle&

Jones

Beyond*four*walls?**Professional*learning*
communities*within*and*between*schools>*
Harris,*Alma*and*Jones,*Michelle>*
Australian*Educational*Leader>*Vol 37*No*
4>*Term*4*2015



What Is A Professional Learning 
Community?



What Is A Professional Learning 
Community?

“A professional learning community is educators 
committed to working collaboratively in ongoing 

processes of inquiry and action research in 
order to achieve better results for the students 

they serve….”

- DuFour, DuFour and Eaker



What Is A Professional Learning 
Community?

“…an inclusive group of people, motivated by a 
shared learning vision, who support and work 

with each other, finding ways, inside and outside 
their immediate community, to enquire on their 
practice and learn new and better approaches 

that will enhance all pupil learning.”
- Stoll et al., 2006



What Is A Professional Learning 
Community?

PLC refers to a schoolwide system of teacher 
teams who collaborate on issues of instruction, 
assessment, and other school topics with the 

goal of improving student learning.
- Marzano 2015 p 3



What Is A Professional Learning 
Community?

“….teams of teachers working together on 
common issues of learning and teaching with 
the clear intention to improve learner 
outcomes”. 

- Harris and Jones, 2010



“…an inclusive group of people, 
motivated by a shared learning vision, 
who support and work with each other, 
finding ways, inside and outside their 
immediate community, to enquire on 

their practice and learn new and better 
approaches that will enhance all pupil 

learning.”
- Stoll et al., 2006

What Is A Professional Learning 
Community?

“A professional learning community is 
educators committed to working 

collaboratively in ongoing processes of 
inquiry and action research in order to 

achieve better results for the students they 
serve….”

- DuFour, DuFour and Eaker

PLC refers to a schoolwide system of 
teacher teams who collaborate on 

issues of instruction, assessment, and 
other school topics with the goal of 

improving student learning.
- Marzano 2015 p 3

“…. teams of teachers working together on 
common issues of learning and teaching 
with the clear intention to improve learner 

outcomes”. 
- Harris and Jones, 2010



Seeking Similarities
1. Individually read the four definitions of 

PLCs again.
2. Individually record any similarities you 

see in the definitions.
3. When all your table team 

have completed this task, 
compare the similarities 
you have identified.



“……the myriad definitions and descriptions 
emphasise collaboration, critical inquiry 
and improving student learning.  

Few educators would deny that these 
notions seem like good ideas – which begins 
the question, why haven’t PLCs been more 
widely and effectively implemented as a 
tool for school reform.”

- Collaborative Teams that Transform Schools, Page 6



Some important distinctions between a 
conventional school and a PLC….

ISOLATION

COLLABORATION
versus



The core of a professional learning
community is the network of

collaborative teams—the
groups of teachers who work
together to improve student 

learning. 



Some important distinctions between a 
conventional school and a PLC….

TEACHING

LEARNING
versus



The very essence of a learning 
community is a focus on and 

commitment to the 
of each student.learning



Some important distinctions between a 
conventional school and a PLC….

PERCEPTIONS

RESULTS
versus



Members of a PLC continually
assess their effectiveness on 
the basis of results that 

show their students are learning
what is being taught.



The six questions
1. What is it we want our students to know? 

Curriculum
2. How we will know if our students are learning? 

Assessment
3. How will we respond when students do not 

learn? Instruction
4. How will we enrich and extend the learning for 

students who are proficient? Instruction
5. How will we increase our instructional 

competence? Teacher Development
6. How will we coordinate our efforts as a school? 

Leadership



CHARACTERISTICS OF AN EFFECTIVE
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY

Mutual support and trust among teachers.

Shared mission, vision and values.

Focus on improving student learning.

Focus on teacher growth and professional learning.

Intentional and systematic support of the collaborative 
model.
Inquiry-based approach into best teaching practice and 
use of evidence.



Professional Learning Community

A culture of collaboration
Transforming 
Curriculum

Transforming 
Assessment

Transforming 
Instruction

Transforming 
Teacher Development

Transformative Leadership

L 
E
A
R
N
I
N
G

R
E
S
U
L
T
S



Professional Learning Communities 
can be summed up in these three 
words……

….improving
learner
outcomes.



Roundabout
1. Participants will be asked to form pairs with 

one person being A and one person being 
B.

2. When asked person A will have one minute 
to talk about the given topic.  Person B will 
only listen.

3. At the end of the minute, 
person B will summarise
what person A said.

4. Roles will then be 
reversed.



Professional 
Learning 

Community



Gauging the Temperature 
in the Room

1. You will need a small piece of paper.
2. Write the numbers from 1-12 down the page.
3. As each question is displayed, write record 

your response (A, B, C, D or E)..
4. We will then ‘gauge the 

temperature in the room.



S
tr
o
n
g
ly

D
is
a
g
re
e

Neutral

…..all students can learn? (1)
…..all students can learn to high 
levels? (2)
…..all students can learn to high levels 
given time and support? (3)

LEGEND
A = Strongly Disagree
B = Disagree
C = Neutral
D = Agree
E = Strongly Agree

To what extent does your team believe……….



St
ro

ng
ly

D
is

A
gr

ee

Neutral

….. that educators are the key 
contributors to student learning? (4)
…. that educators are the key contributors 
to student learning during the contracted 
school day? (5)

S
tr
o
n
g
ly

D
is
a
g
re
e

Neutral

LEGEND
A = Strongly Disagree
B = Disagree
C = Neutral
D = Agree
E = Strongly Agree

To what extent does your team believe……….



S
tr
o
n
g
ly

D
is
a
g
re
e

Neutral

To what extent does your team believe……….
……all teachers at this school aspire to 
teach to high standards? (6)
……all teachers at this school teach 
to high standards? (7)
……all teachers at this school can teach 
to high standards given time and 
support? (8)

LEGEND
A = Strongly Disagree
B = Disagree
C = Neutral
D = Agree
E = Strongly Agree



S
tr
o
n
g
ly

D
is
a
g
re
e

Neutral

….. they can make a difference in the 
lives of your students? (9)
…… they can make a bigger difference 
in the lives of your students if you work 
collaboratively? (10)

LEGEND
A = Strongly Disagree
B = Disagree
C = Neutral
D = Agree
E = Strongly Agree

To what extent does your team believe……….



S
tr
o
n
g
ly

D
is
a
g
re
e

Neutral

….. that the leadership of learning rests 
with those appointed to a formal 
leadership role? (11)
……school leaders should create the right 
conditions for teachers to lead learning? 
(12)

LEGEND
A = Strongly Disagree
B = Disagree
C = Neutral
D = Agree
E = Strongly Agree

To what extent does your team believe……….



(1)…..all students can learn?
(2)…..all students can learn to high levels? 
(3)…..all students can learn to high levels given time and support? 
(4)…..that educators are the key contributors to student learning? 
(5)…. that educators are the key contributors to student learning during

the contracted school day? 
(6)…..all teachers at this school aspire to teach to high standards? 
(7)…..all teachers at this school teach to high standards? 
(8)…..all teachers at this school can teach to high standards given time

and support?
(9)…..they can make a difference in the lives of your students? 
(10)…they can make a bigger difference in the lives of your students if

you work collaboratively? 
(11)….that the leadership of learning rests with those appointed to a

formal leadership role? 
(12)….school leaders should create the right conditions for teachers to

lead learning?

To what extent does your team believe……….



Two foundational beliefs underpin 
a Professional Learning 

Community:

We believe that all 
students can learn to 

high levels. 

Shared 
Commitment



We believe that all students can 
learn to high levels… 

if…



….they come from homes with lots of support 
and involved parents….
….they are behaved, respectful and 
compliant….
….they speak English….
….they come from the ‘right side of town’….
….they are from a certain cultural 
background….
….they come from the right socio-ecomonic
area/family….
….they don’t have any learning difficulties….



Almost four decades of effective 
schools research from Ron 

Edmonds, Larry Lezotte, Wilbur 
Brookover, Michael Rutter and 
others supports the idea that all 

students can learn when provided 
with effective teaching. 



“An analysis of research conducted 
over a thirty-five-year period 

demonstrates that highly effective 
schools produce results that almost 

entirely overcome the effects of 
student background.”

Marzano,#R.J.#(2003)#What*works*in*schools:*
Translating*research*into*action.*Alexandria,#VA:#
Association#for#Supervision#and#Curriculum#

Development,#page#7.



“We#know#what#works#in#education.#The#

research#is#prolific.”#

“Amazingly,#then,#the#question#today#is#

not#about#what#works,#but#about#why#we#

do#not#implement#what#we#know#works#in#

all#schools#for#all#kids?”#

- Karin Chenoweth. It’s Being Done: Academic 
Success in Unexpected Schools. 2007. Pg. 227 



“The normal curve is not sacred. It describes 
the outcome of a random process. Since 
education is a purposeful activity in which we 
seek to have students learn what we teach, 
the achievement distribution should be very 
different from the normal curve if our instruction 
is effective. In fact, our educational efforts 
may be said to be unsuccessful to the 
extent that student achievement is normally 
distributed.”

P Bloom>*Benjamin,*‘‘Mastery*Learning,’’*in*Mastery*
Learning:*Theory*and*Practice,*ed.*James*H.*Block*(New*

York:*Holt,*Rinehart*and*Winston,*1971),*page*49.*



How many effective schools would you have to see to 
be persuaded of the educability of all children? If your 
answer is more than one, then I submit that you have 
reasons of your own for preferring to believe that 
basic pupil performance derives from family 
background instead of school response to family 
background. We can, whenever & wherever we 
choose, successfully teach all children whose 
schooling is of interest to us; we already know more 
than we need to do that; whether or not we do it 
must finally depend on how we feel about the fact 
that we haven’t so far. 

P Bloom>*Benjamin,*‘‘Mastery*Learning,’’*in*Mastery*
Learning:*Theory*and*Practice,*ed.*James*H.*Block*(New*

York:*Holt,*Rinehart*and*Winston,*1971),*page*49.*



Two foundational beliefs underpin 
a Professional Learning 

Community:

We make the collective 
commitment to ensure 

learning occurs for 
every student.

Collective 
Responsibility



The cultural change involved when shifting to
a belief that all students can learn and taking 

responsibility for that learning requires 
considerable effort.



We can either accept the overwhelming shared 
responsibility in making a collective commitment to 
ensure learning for every student in our school…..

or…
…..determine#an#acceptable#percentage#of#

students#who#fail?

…..name#the#students#we#believe#will#fail#

before#any#attempt#at#teaching#or#learning?

…..declare#that#some#students#are#not#worth#

of#our#time,#energy#and#commitment?



Transforming 
Collaboration



TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

In the past, school culture has 
been one of the most neglected 
aspects of the school 
improvement process.

A school’s culture is the lens 
through which the daily work of 
education is viewed and 
evaluated.  Simply put, school 
culture is “the way we do things 
around here.”

Professional Learning Community



TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

Professional Learning Community

Schoolwide Norms 

(Mission, Vision and 
Values)



The six questions
1. What is it we want our students to know? 

Curriculum
2. How we will know if our students are learning? 

Assessment
3. How will we respond when students do not 

learn? Instruction
4. How will we enrich and extend the learning for 

students who are proficient? Instruction
5. How will we increase our instructional 

competence? Teacher Development
6. How will we coordinate our efforts as a school? 

Leadership



A PLC is made up of a network 
of collaborative teams.

A collaborative team is a 
team of educators united by 
a common goal.



Professional Learning Community
Leadership Teams-
Leadership Teams provide the 
necessary support to achieve the school 
mission, vision, values and goals.  The 
primary purpose is to unite and 
coordinate the school’s collective efforts 
across the collaborative 
teams.



Professional Learning Community
Leadership Teams Tasks-
! Build consensus for the school’s mission, 

vision, values and goals
! Make structure changes to support the 

work of collaborative teams
! Coordinate school resources to focus on 

improving learning
! Assist with coordinating

essential learnings
across the school

! Continually monitor 
school-wide evidence of learning



The six questions
1. What is it we want our students to know? 

Curriculum
2. How we will know if our students are learning? 

Assessment
3. How will we respond when students do not 

learn? Instruction
4. How will we enrich and extend the learning for 

students who are proficient? Instruction
5. How will we increase our instructional 

competence? Teacher Development
6. How will we coordinate our efforts as a school? 

Leadership



“Leaders strike the 
match for schoolwide 
cultural change, staff 
fan the flames.”

- Kenneth C. Williams

PWilliams,*Kenneth*C.>*Hierck,*Tom>*Starting*a*
Movement,*Solution*Tree*Press,*2015,*p.*78





Leading&the&change

No matter what you call it, transforming 
into a PLC requires a team whose 
function is creating a culture of collective 
responsibility and to “coordinate our 
efforts across the school ”.



Leading&the&change

Challenge the status quo

Build trust through clear communication 
and expectations
Create a commonly owned plan for 
success

Focus on team over self

Have a sense of urgency for change and 
sustainable results
Commit to continuous self-improvement



In order to maximise the 
benefits of PLC there needs to 
be “a shift from doing a PLC 
(compliance) to becoming

a PLC (commitment)….”

\ Williams,#Kenneth#C.#and#Hierck,#Tom]#Starting#a#

Movement]#Solution#Tree#Press,#2015]#page#4



“Every PLC shares 
the same 

fundamental 
purpose.”





The bar or better for EVERY student.



The bar or better for EVERY child.



On a Mission
1. Have a piece of paper ready and something to 

write with.
2. On the next slide you will be given a topic to write 

on.  You will be given 1 minute to write.  You are 
not allowed to refer to any documentation or 
resources to assist you.



Write your 
school’s 
mission

statement.



BACCHUS MARSH 
PRIMARY SCHOOL

- Mission -

To provide in a nurturing environment, a 
quality education that challenges all 
students to attain their highest potential 
academically, socially, creatively and 
physically.



What Is Mission?

A school’s Mission statement 
clearing outlines what the school’s 

fundamental purpose is.

It answers the 
question “Why do 

we exist?”



The*words*of*a*
mission*statement*
are*not*worth*the*

paper*they*are*
written*on*unless*******

people*begin*to*
“do”*differently.



What Is Vision?
A school’s Vision statement 
clearing articulates what the 

school must become.
It answers the 

question “What 
must our school 

become?”



BACCHUS MARSH 
PRIMARY SCHOOL

- Vision -

Our vision is to develop self sustaining, 
lifelong learners in a recognised centre of 
educational excellence.



Envisaging our Vision
As a team work through the following process:
1. Envision yourself five years in the future.  You just 

opened a newspaper and are reading about your 
school.  What does the headline say?

2. What are main things you would want the article 
to highlight about your school?

3. On a separate piece of paper list 
the five most important 
commitments staff would have 
made to contribute to the 
headline and accompanying 
article.



BACCHUS MARSH 
PRIMARY SCHOOL

- Values -
We are committed to the values of:

• Respect
• Kindness
• Learning
• Teamwork
• Integrity



What are Values?
A school’s Values statement 

clearing articulates how we must 
behave.

It answers the question 
“How must we behave 

to achieve our 
Mission and Vision?”



Have staff consider what behaviours they must 
commit to:

! in order to get clear on what every student 
needs to learn

! in order to constantly measure my effectiveness
! in order to systematically respond when 

students do learn
! in order to systematically respond when 

students don’t learn
! in order to improve my instruction competence
! in order to coordinate our efforts as a school 

Have them start each statement with “I will….”

Process for developing Values



TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

Professional Learning Community

Team 
Norms 



A PLC is made up of a network 
of collaborative teams.

A collaborative team is a 
team of educators united by 
a common goal.



Professional Learning Community
Collaborative Teams-
Collaborative Teams are composed of 
educators who share curriculum and 
thus take collective responsibility for all 
students learning at high levels.



Professional Learning Community
Collaborative Teams Tasks-
! Clearly define essential learning outcomes
! Provide effective instruction
! Assess student learning and effectiveness of 

instruction
! Identify students requiring additional time and 

support
! Implement supplemental interventions for 

students not achieving proficiency
! Increase their own 

instructional competence



Transforming Collaboration



What is collaboration?
A systematic process in which we 
work together, interdependently, 

to analyse and impact
professional practice in order to 

improve our individual and 
collective results.

Transforming Collaboration



What is collaboration?

COLLABORATION



What is collaboration?

COLLABORATION



Why should we collaborate?
" Gains in student achievement
" Higher quality solutions to problems
" Increased confidence among all staff
" More peer support of strengths and 

accommodation of weaknesses
" Ability to try out new ideas
" Greater support for all teachers
" Expanded pool of ideas, resources and methods 

Transforming Collaboration



Transforming Collaboration



What is a Team?

A group of people working 
interdependently to achieve a common 

goal for which members are held 
mutually accountable.

Collaborative teams are the building 
blocks of PLCs.

- DuFour, Eaker & DuFour



Group IQ

“There is such a thing as 
group IQ.  While a group 
can  be no smarter than 

the sum total of the 
knowledge and skills of its 
members, it can be much 

‘dumber’ if its internal 
workings don’t allow 
people to share their 

talents.”

- Sternberg, 1988



The standards and 
behaviours by which we
agree to operate while we are

in this team.

Team Norms



1. Individually write down two counter productive 
behaviours that you have witnessed in 
meetings. Use the post it notes provided.

2. Share your post it notes with your table.
3. Group for similarities.
4. As a table, choose three that stand out as a 

priority.
5.Flip it- What would be the 

opposite of this behaviour you 
would expect at the meeting.

6. Now write this as a Norm.

Flip it

Handout Page 59



The burning question?

How*are*we going*to*
follow*up*breaches*to*the*
agreed*team*norms*
(collective*commitments)?



Team Norms



Team Norms



• Each team should develop their own norms
• Norms should be stated as commitments to act or 

behave in certain ways rather than as beliefs
• Norms should be reviewed at beginning and end of 

meetings and formally review at least twice a year
• Leadership Teams should formally assess 

effectiveness at least once a term and share that 
data with the school staff 

• Norms may require an ‘example and/or nonexample’
• Norms live. New norms can be added to or adapted
• Violations must be addressed and growth celebrated

Team Norms



Collaborative 
Teams in 

Action



The Conventional Learning Cycle



Pre?
test Teach@ Teach@ Teach@

Post?
test

Conventional 
instructional 

model, where the 
focus is on 
teaching

A focus on teaching……

Results assigned, 
and the next 

skill/unit of work 
moved on to



Teach@ Teach@ Teach@
Post?
test

Pre?
test

A focus on teaching…… Conventional 
instructional 

model, where the 
focus is on 
teaching

Results assigned, 
and the next 

skill/unit of work 
moved on to



Pre?
test Teach@ Teach@ Teach@

Post?
testTeach

A focus on teaching…… Conventional 
instructional 

model, where the 
focus is on 
teaching

Results assigned, 
and the next 

skill/unit of work 
moved on to



Pre?
test Teach@ Teach@ Teach@

Post?
testTeach

A focus on teaching…… Conventional 
instructional 

model, where the 
focus is on 
teaching

Results assigned, 
and the next 

skill/unit of work 
moved on to



Pre?
test Teach@ Teach@ Teach@

Post?
testTeach

A focus on teaching…… Conventional 
instructional 

model, where the 
focus is on 
teaching

Results assigned, 
and the next 

skill/unit of work 
moved on to



Pre?
test Teach@ Teach@ Teach@

Post?
test
Post?
test

A focus on teaching…… Conventional 
instructional 

model, where the 
focus is on 
teaching

Results assigned, 
and the next 

skill/unit of work 
moved on to



The&PLC&Learning&Cycle



A PLC is made up of a network 
of collaborative teams.

A collaborative team is a 
team of educators united by 
a common goal.



Collaborative

Team

Collaborative

Team

Collaborative

Team

Professional

Learning

Community

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



MISSION

Why?
Why@do@we@exist?

FUNDAMENTAL
PURPOSE

Clarifies@Priorities@
and@Sharpens@Focus

It#is#the#mission#of#South#
Western#School#to#ensure#
high$levels$of#learning#for#all#
students.

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



VISION

What?
What&must&our&
school&become&
to&accomplish&
our&purpose?

COMPELLING
FUTURE

Gives&Directions

The$South$Western$School$
community$ is$united$ in$its$quest$to$
achieve$high$quality$ success$in$
learning$ for$all#students.$$A$
collaborative$and$positive$
approach$motivates$the$
community$ to$pursue$greater$
success$for$student$ learning.$ $
South$Western$School$is$
recognised$for$setting$the$standard$
in$educational$ excellence.

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



VALUES

How?
How%must%we%
behave%to%
achieve%our%
vision?

COLLECTIVE%
COMMITMENTS

Guides%Behaviour

At(South(Western(School(all(staff(will:
• honour%the%school’s%Mission%and%Vision%and%make%improved%

student%learning%the%core%of%all%our%endeavours
• have%an%organised%approach%to%their%work
• collaborate%and%support%team%members%by%openly%sharing%our%

knowledge%and%skills
• genuinely%reflect%on%our%role%to%develop%our%personal%and%

professional%skills
• act%on%constructive%and%specific%feedback%to%enhance%student%

learning
• seek%out%new%ideas%and%be%receptive%to%change
• be%positive%and%genuine%in%all%our%endeavours
• respectfully%challenge%each%other%when%our%actions%are%not%in%

accordance%with%our%Mission%and%Vision
• trust%and%show%confidence%in%supporting%improvement%

strategies%even%if%they%are%not%immediately%clear
• seek%first%to%understand%rather%than%to%be%understood
• trust%that%others%intentions%are%honourable%and%aimed%at%

achieving%the%school%Mission%and%Vision

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?

SCHOOL&WIDE&NORMS

SCHOOL&WIDE&NORMS

SCHOOL&WIDE&NORMS





Current Reality
School mission, vision and values.
Team Norms

How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
Handout Page 54



ApplyInewIteacherIknowledgeIinI
theInextIstudentIlearningIcycle.

CollaborativelyI selectIandIunwrapI
essentialIstudentIlearningI

outcomesItoIdevelopIteachingI
pacingIguide.

CollaborativelyIconsiderIwhatI
skillsIandIknowledgeIteachersI

needItoIenableIstudentsI toIbridgeI
theIgapIbetweenIcurrentI

understandingI andInewIlearningI
outcomes.

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



Prioritised Standards&– Essential&Learnings



MATHEMATICS NUMBER Number&and&Place&Value

Group,#partition#and#rearrange#collections#up#to#1000#in#hundreds,#tens#and#

ones#to#facilitate#more#efficient#counting

Students&will&be&able to…

• group#objects#in#hundreds,#tens#and#ones

• make#three#digit#numbers#using#available#materials#(bundles,#strings#

etc.)

• regroup#and#partition#(rename)#a#number#to#show#how#it#can#be#

made#differently#(500#can#be#5#hundreds#or#50#tens,#500#ones,#100#

fives)

• represent#two#and#three#digit#numbers#using#hundreds,#tens#and#

ones

• partition#two\digit#numbers#(80#can#be#79#and#1]#60#and#20]#70#and#6#

and#4)

What&skills&and&knowledge&do&we&want&ALL&

students&to&master?



What&steps&will&students&

take&in&order&to&master&the&

essential&skills&and&

knowledge?

How&will&they&know&if&they&

are&making&progress?

How&will&students&know&

what&the&next&step&in&their&

Learning&Journey&is?



YEAR&2&I 2105





Current Reality
Collaboratively select and unwrap essential student learning outcomes to develop 
teaching pacing guide.

Collaboratively consider what skills and knowledge teachers need to enable 
students to bridge the gap between current understanding and new learning 
outcomes.

How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
Handout Page 54



CollaborativelyIdesignIassessmentI
toIgaugeIstudents’IcurrentI
understandingsI ofIessentialI
studentIlearningIoutcomes.

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



How*will*we*know*when*
students*have*mastered*the*

essential*skills*and*
knowledge?

How*will*we*know*what*they*
already*know?

How*can*we*encourage*
students*to*see*Place*Value*in*
terms*of*making,*explaining*
and*drawing,*as*well*as*

recording?



Current Reality
Collaboratively design assessment to gauge students’ current understandings of 
essential student learning outcomes.

How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
Handout Page 55



Administer&formative&assessment

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



Set&1&Data:&&(before&Tier&1&teaching&commenced)

9,@47%
10,@53%

0,@0%0,@0%

CLASSI1
YEARI2IPlaceIValueIX DataISetIOne



Set&1&Data:&&(before&Tier&1&teaching&commenced)

10,@46%

10,@45%

2,@9% 0,@0%

CLASSI2
YEARI2IPlaceIValueIX DataISetIOne



What&is&our&current&reality?

Data&Set&1&Place&Value&Year&2,&

2015



Yikes!

What@
should@we@

do?
Where@

should@we@
start?

Where@is@our@
first@priority?

Who are@
the@‘red’@
students?

What@will@we@do@
with@these@‘blue’@
students?@What@
will@their@next@

step@be?



Set&1&Data:&&(before&Tier&1&teaching&commenced)



Current Reality
Administer formative assessment

How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
Handout Page 55



Develop/monitorIaISMARTIgoalI
whichIindicatesIproficiencyIlevel.

IntroduceIstudentsItoIlearningI
targetsIandIbeginIcoreIinstructionI

(includingIchecksIforI
understandingI andIdifferentiationI

– timeIandIsupportI givenItoI
studentsItoIbecomeIproficientIinI

learningItargets)

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



Based&on&our&current&reality,&what&do&we&

want&to&achieve?



How&will&we&build&on&students&prior&knowledge&to&

extend&and&develop&their&thinking&in&a&logical&

sequence?&



We are 
learning to… What I’m looking for… Teaching ideas:

Make 2 digit 
numbers

• place of the digit, tells us what 
the value is

• sticks, bundles or dots
• keep the bundles, and sticks 

together (bundles on the left)

• icy pole sticks
• unifix
• beads
• beans
• matchsticks

Draw a 2 digit 
number

• draw the bundles and 
sticks separately

• count to check
• use the symbols for 10 sticks
• sticks, bundles, dots

• Mini whiteboard
• Paper
• Use the students (eg, 23 students 2 groups of 10 

and 3)
• Role play
• Chalk (numbers on the basketball courts)
• Sticky dots
• Tens frame 

Expand a 2 digit 
number to show 
the place value

• use + or ‘and’
• write tens and ones 
• eg 24 = 20 + 4

• visual to the written
• draw the number first and then write it beside the 

number
• provide the students with the + or ‘and’ symbol
• think boards (think it, make it, say it)

Make and then 
write a 2 digit 
number on a 
place value 

board

• use the numerals
• tens and ones
• place each digit in the 

correct place value 
column

• relate to make and draw
• sequence – draw, expand and then place it on 

the place value board
• place value cards (345 – 300, 40, 5)

Make 3 digit 
numbers

• place of the digit, tells us 
what the value is

• sticks, bundles or dots
• keep the bundles, and 

sticks together (bundles on 
the left)

• icy pole sticks
• unifix
• beads
• beans
• matchsticks

Draw a 3 digit 
number

• draw the bundles and 
sticks separately

• count to check
• use the symbols for 10 sticks
• bags, sticks, bundles, dots

• Mini whiteboard
• Paper
• Use the students (eg, 23 students 2 groups of 10 

and 3)
• Role play
• Chalk (numbers on the basketball courts)
• Sticky dots
• Tens frame 

Expand a 3 digit 
number to show 

• use + or ‘and’
• write hundreds, tens and 

ones 

• visual to the written
• draw the number first and then write it beside the 

number



Current Reality
Develop/monitor a SMART goal which indicates proficiency level.

Introduce students to learning targets and begin core instruction (including checks 
for understanding and differentiation – time and support given to students to become 
proficient in learning targets)

How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
Handout Page 56



Administer&formative&assessment

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?





Set&2&Data:&&(after&some&core&instruction)

9,@47%
10,@53%

0,@0%0,@0%

CLASSI1
YEARI2IPlaceIValueIX DataISetIOne



Set&2&Data:&&(after&some&core&instruction)

YearI2IPlaceIValueICFAT



Set&2&Data&– Good…&but&not&there&yet!

Data&Set&2&Place&Value&Year&2,&2015



Where&are&we&now?

TeamISMARTIGoal
OurIGoal:

In@December@2015@the@results@we@want@
for@the@Place@Value@Prioritised Standard
is:
Red@(Well@below@proficiency):@3%
Yellow@(Below@proficiency):@10%
Green@(Proficient): 65%
Blue@(above@proficiency):@@25%

TeamISMARTIGoal
Our@Results:

Currently@the@results@for@the@Place@Value@
Prioritised Standard were:

Red@(Well@below@proficiency): 1%
Yellow@(Below@proficiency): 10%
Green@(Proficient): 23%
Blue@(above@proficiency):@@66%

Let’sIkeepIgoing!Let’sIkeepIgoing!Let’sIkeepIgoing!Let’sIkeepIgoing!



Current Reality
Administer formative assessment. 

How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
Handout Page 56



CollectivelyIanalyzeIformativeI
assessmentI results,IprovideI
interventionsIandIcontinueIorI
completeIcoreIinstruction.

CollectivelyIanalyzeIformativeI
dataItoIidentifyImostIsuccessfulI
teachingIstrategies/practicesItoI
buildIteacherIskillsIandIaddressI

weaknessesIinIlearning.

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



WhatIteachingIstrategiesI
areIprovingItoIbeItheI
mostIsuccessful?

Set 2 Data – Good… but we can do better!
WhoIareI
theseI

‘yellow’IandI
‘red’I

students?
WhatIareIstudentsI
specificIneeds?

HowIcanIweIbetterI
targetIstudents?

WhatIdoIweIdoI
forItheI

proficientI
students?

HowIcanItheseI
studentsIapplyI
theseIskillsIandI
knowledge?



Students@identified@ from@SetI1I
data =@2x@½@hour@Intervention@

sessions@each@week.

WALT@make,@draw@and@write@2@
digit@numbers

Use@materials@such@as:@bundles,@
sticks,@unifix.@Focus@on@numbers@

containing@zero.@Read@and@
identify@tens@and@ones@in@

numbers.

After@3@weeks@Intervention:@
Verbal@&@Written@check?up

FollowingISetI2IData:
2@groups@for@Tier@2@– ½@hour@per@

week.@WALT@make,@read,@draw@and@
write@3@digit@numbers,

1@group@identified@for@Tier@2@
extension

After@3@weeks@of@Intensive@Intervention,@the@decision@
was@made@to@continue@to@teach@Place@Value@concepts@

through@addition,@subtraction,@multiplication@&@division@
for@the@retention@and@use@of@multiple@skills@and@

strategies.

A@Tier@2@(and@then@3)@Intervention@group@was@formed@as@
it@was@decided@that@these@students@were@missing@basic@

number@knowledge@and@number@sense.

Approach&to&Intervention



MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

TIER@2
INTERVENTION@
SESSIONS@FOR@
NUMERACY







Current Reality
Collectively&analyze&formative&assessment&results,&provide&interventions&and&

continue&or&complete&core&instruction.

Collectively&analyze&formative&data&to&identify&most&successful&teaching&

strategies/practices&to&build&teacher&skills&and&address&weaknesses&in&

learning.

How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
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Administer&summative&assessment

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



Set&3&Data:&&(end&of&teaching&cycle)



Set&3&Data:&&(end&of&teaching&cycle)



Current Reality
Administer summative assessment

How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
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CollaborativelyIanalyzeI
summativeIassessmentI resultsI
andIidentifyIstudentsI inIneedIofI
supplementalI interventions.

CollaborativelyIanalyzeItheIimpactI
ofIchangesItoIteacherIpracticeItoI
furtherIdefineIwhatIwasIeffectiveI

andIwhatIwasInot.

CelebrateIlearningIgains.

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



Where&are&we&now?



Where&are&we&now?



Where&are&we&now?

TeamISMARTIGoal
OurIGoal:

In@December@2015@the@results@we@want@
for@the@Place@Value@Prioritised Standard
is:
Red@(Well@below@proficiency):@3%
Yellow@(Below@proficiency):@10%
Green@(Proficient): 65%
Blue@(above@proficiency):@@25%

TeamISMARTIGoal
Our@Results:

In@December@2015@the@results@for@the@
Place@Value@Prioritised Standard were:

Red@(Well@below@proficiency): 1%
Yellow@(Below@proficiency): 6%
Green@(Proficient): 12%
Blue@(above@proficiency):@@81%



Yay!!

Where&are&we&now?

Yippee!

Great@team@
effort!

Wow!

What@
instructional@
approaches@
worked@best?

How@can@we@
improve@

next@time?

Have@these@
students@

mastered@a@deep@
and@sustainable@
understanding?

What@
instructional@
approaches@
worked@best?



John Smith

make&and&draw&3&digit&numbers.&&You&have&mastered&the&

preIrequisite&skills&of&using&materials&to&make&2&digit&

numbers&and&in&expanding&2&digit&numbers&to&show&

their&place&value.&&You&are&well&on&the&way&to&being&

proficient.



Current Reality
Collaboratively analyze summative assessment results and identify students in need 
of supplemental interventions.

Collaboratively analyze the impact of changes to teacher practice to further define 
what was effective and what was not.

Celebrate learning gains. How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
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ApplyInewIteacherIknowledgeIinI
theInextIstudentIlearningIcycle.

SelectIandIunwrapIessentialI
studentIlearningIoutcomesItoI
developIteachingIpacingIguide.

ConsiderIwhatIskillsIandI
knowledgeIteachersIneedItoI

enableIstudentsI toIbridgeItheIgapI
betweenIcurrentIunderstandingI
andInewIlearningIoutcomes.

PLC&QUESTIONS&I
What&do&we&want&students&to&know?

How&will&we&know&if&our&students&are&learning?

How&will&we&respond&when&students&do&not&learn?

How&will&we&enrich&and&extend&the&learning&for&students&who&are&

proficient?

How&will&we&increase&our&instructional&competence?

How&will&we&coordinate&our&efforts&as&a&school?



Current Reality
Apply new teacher knowledge in the next student learning cycle.

How clear are you on this aspect 
of the PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of the 
challenges you could face? 

How might these be overcome?

What support might you need?
Handout Page 58



QUESTIONS
NEXT STEPS FORWARD



Transforming 
Curriculum



Professional Learning Community

TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

Current approaches to curriculum 
can be transformed by 
responding to the first question 
considered by PLCs and 
collaborative teams.

A well crafted answer to this 
question begins with the 
development of a guaranteed 
and viable curriculum.



Professional Learning Community

TRANSFORMING 
CURRICULUM

TRANSFORMING 
ASSESSMENT

TRANSFORMING 
COLLABORATION

• Identifying Essential 
Content

• Learning Goals

• Proficiency Scales

• Student friendly 
learning



The six questions
1. What is it we want our students to know? 

Curriculum
2. How we will know if our students are learning? 

Assessment
3. How will we respond when students do not 

learn? Instruction
4. How will we enrich and extend the learning for 

students who are proficient? Instruction
5. How will we increase our instructional 

competence? Teacher Development
6. How will we coordinate our efforts as a school? 

Leadership



Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

Guaranteed:
The content that should be addressed at 
each grade level in each subject area is 
clearly defined. 



Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

Guaranteed:
We ensure the same content is taught in 
every classroom teaching the same 
grade or course. 



Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

Viable:
We are able to teach it to the level of 
understanding in the time available to 
do so.



The new curriculum also needs to be careful that the amount of content does 
not restrict the time students need to develop conceptual understanding and 
the use of teaching methods that engage and motivate students
Submission from the Australian Curriculum Studies Association to the Australian Curriculum, Assessment 
and Reporting Authority on the draft Australian Curriculum K‐10.

….and in Australia? 



18 months per grade level 



….and in Victoria? 



“The Victorian Curriculum F–10 
has been designed on the 
assumption that it is a statement 
of the common set of learning, 
not the whole-school teaching 
and learning program for every 
school. This is to ensure there is 
time for schools to include in their 
teaching and learning program 
areas that reflect school or 
systemic priorities and for students 
to pursue specific interests and 
develop particular expertise.” 



“Schools must report student 
learning against the 
achievement standards in the 
curriculum."



“The curriculum defines what 
it is that all students have the 
opportunity to learn as a 
result of their schooling. 
According to Marzano, the 
provision of a ‘guaranteed 
and viable curriculum’ is 
one of the factors that has 
most impact on student 
learning.”



”The*first*is*that*it*is*essential*for#
educators#to#define#a#
minimum#and#limited#set#of#
declarative#and#procedural#
knowledge#and#skills#that#all#
students#should#acquire,#
irrespective#of#their#personal#
inclinations.#This*is*not*to*limit*
what*students*can*learn.*Rather,*
it*is*to*ensure*that*every*young*
person*is*able*to*develop*the*
foundational*knowledge,*skills*
and*dispositions*that*enable*
future*selfPdirected*learning,*
social*development*and*active*
and*engaged*citizenship.”*



Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum
A guaranteed and viable curriculum can only be 
created through the collaborative work of the team. 

The creation of a guaranteed and viable 
curriculum has 4 steps:

1. Identify prioritised content
2. Include cognitive and conative skills.
3. Identify learning goals.
4.Construct proficiency scales.



Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

1.  Identify prioritised content
The curriculum standards represent an overly 
broad set of learning targets for students to 
master at an appropriate level of depth and 
complexity. 

An agreed-on set of standards is critical to 
ensuring a guaranteed, viable curriculum.



“Nice To Know”

“Important To Know 
And Do”

“Essential To 
Know”

- Adapted from McTighe & Wiggins 

Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

Prioritized&

Standards
(all&students)

Supporting&

Standards
(some&

students)



1. Summarise the process of 
developing a guaranteed and viable 
curriculum in six words.

2. Be ready to share your ‘story’. 

Six Word Story



Prioritisation….
not elimination!



Participants

What are the criteria for prioritising?

1. Endurance
2. Leverage
3. Readiness
4. Teacher Judgment
5. Assessment Connected



o Will this provide knowledge and skills that 
will be of value beyond a single class period 
or unit?

- Reeves, D.  Cited in Ainsworth, L.  (2003).  “Unwrapping” the Standards.  
Englewood, CO.  Advanced Learning Press.

What are the criteria for priority?

Endurance



o Will this provide knowledge and skills that 
will be of value in many domains of learning?

What are the criteria for priority?

Leverage

- Reeves, D.  Cited in Ainsworth, L.  (2003).  “Unwrapping” the Standards.  
Englewood, CO.  Advanced Learning Press.



o Will this provide students with the “tools” they 
need for success at the next level or grade.

What are the criteria for priority?

Readiness

- Reeves, D.  Cited in Ainsworth, L.  (2003).  “Unwrapping” the Standards.  
Englewood, CO.  Advanced Learning Press.



What are the criteria for priority?

Teacher
Judgment

o Do you as the content expert believe this 
skill/knowledge is critical for all students to 
know or be able to do?

- Reeves, D.  Cited in Ainsworth, L.  (2003).  “Unwrapping” the Standards.  
Englewood, CO.  Advanced Learning Press.

Teacher Judgment Is NOT..
– A unit someone has always 

taught and has all of the “stuff” 
they need to teach it

– A unit someone just can’t see 
kids “living without”. 

– Something a person teaches 
because it is a passion of theirs



What are the criteria for priority?

Assessment
Connected

o Will this skill/knowledge be assessed on an 
instrument used for instructional decision-
making?

- Reeves, D.  Cited in Ainsworth, L.  (2003).  “Unwrapping” the Standards.  
Englewood, CO.  Advanced Learning Press.



Process for Prioritising
Standards

1. Individual team members read through the 
‘standards’ for the specified curriculum area.  

2. Individually team members tick the selection 
criteria which apply to the ‘standard’. (i.e. 
endurance, readiness etc.)

3. Individually determine which ‘standards’ you 
think are a Priority Standard or Supporting 
Standard.

4. Discuss with  colleagues their individual 
classification, and come to a team agreement.



AREAIOFITHEICURRICULUM ENDURANCE LEVERAGE READINESS TEACHERI
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ContentIDescriptors Elaborations
NUMBERIANDIPLACEIVALUE

ENDURANCE LEVERAGE READINESS TEACHERI
JUDGEMENT

ASSESSMENTI
CONNECTED

NOTES TICK

Jsaeiwd kdjskjdiwdsn kdsjkdjsakd
dsjkadsdk kdlsakdsladoslkd
lkdlsakdlsakdl kdlsadkls klin lkkalkdsl
;sdlsa;dl;s,
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Lakskasdsdi kkdoewrioero jjjue jsoejdn
ksalksoieo mclslsklskf kdjskskfl

• kkkddudu djdsjeeu kldklasdksl ooiiif
jjkkkks flklkfldfkl ;l;l;l;l kjffhffy
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jjkkkks flklkfldfkl ;l;l;l;l kjffhffy
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Vertical Alignment 

Once there is 
general consensus 
on Priority standards 
at a year level, its 
important to ensure 
there are no gaps 
created.
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Weekly@
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Year@Pacing@Guide
(Guaranteed@and@viable@

curriculum)

Year@Pacing@Guide
(Guaranteed@and@viable@

curriculum)

Term@1@
Pacing
Guide@@

Term@2@
Pacing
Guide@@

Term@4@
Pacing
Guide@@

Term@3@
Pacing
Guide@@

Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum







Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum
A guaranteed and viable curriculum can only be 
created through the collaborative work of the team. 

The creation of a guaranteed and viable 
curriculum has 4 steps:

1. Identify prioritised content
2. Include cognitive and conative skills.
3. Identify learning goals.
4.Construct proficiency scales.



Cognitive skills

Those skills needed to 
effectively process 

information and 
complete tasks.

Conative skills

Involves one ability to 
evaluate both 

information and 
emotions and then 

respond appropriately.



Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum
A guaranteed and viable curriculum can only be 
created through the collaborative work of the team. 

The creation of a guaranteed and viable 
curriculum has 4 steps:

1. Identify prioritised content
2. Include cognitive and conative skills.
3. Identify learning goals.
4.Construct proficiency scales.



Learning through Action
1. Here is a school’s Prioritised Standard from the Australian 

Curriculum:
“The#student#uses#24Fhour#time#and#am#and#
pm#notation#in#realFlife#situations,#and#
constructs#timelines.”��

2. Individually, break this standard into its associated learning 
goal(s) and jot these down. (i.e. What would you expect 
the student to know and be able to do to show they have 
met this standard?)

3. On your table share you thinking and 
reach agreement as to what the 
learning goals are.
(Don’t lose these are you will be 
using them later!)



Make a distinction 
between learning goals
and learning activities.

First step…
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Actions and strategies used in a 
classroom to help learners reach the 
learning goal.

Activities



What do I have to finish by the 
end of class?  

Activities



Learning 
goals…

Emphasise the knowledge and 
skills students will potentially gain. 



Learning Goals
This is what I am meant 

to learn! 



! Students will be able to…
! Students will understand/know
! Students will know …and be able to 

…
! I can…

Common Formats

Learning
Goals



The learner will be able 
to model and represent 
fractions including 1/2, 1/4 
and their multiples to a 
complete whole.



Students will be able to model and 
represent a ½ 
Students will be able to model and 
represent multiples of a ½ to make a 
whole
Students will be able to model and 
represent a ¼  
Students will be able to model 
and represent multiples of a 
¼   to make a whole



I can model and represent a ½ 
I can model and represent multiples of a 
½ to make a whole
I can model and represent a ¼  
I can model and represent multiples of a 
¼   to make a whole



The learner will be able 
to solve problems using 
length and area.



Students will be able to 
solve problems using 
length.
Students will be able to 
solve problems using 
area.



I can solve problems 
using length.
I can solve problems 
using area.



1. See the goal 
2. Hear the goal
3. Do something with the goal:

–Unpack the vocabulary in the goal
–Discuss how it connects to previous 

learning
–Write or speak it in their own words
–Use it as a part of previewing when 

appropriate

Learning Goals….so what?





Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum
A guaranteed and viable curriculum can only be 
created through the collaborative work of the team. 

The creation of a guaranteed and viable 
curriculum has 4 steps:

1. Identify prioritised content
2. Include cognitive and conative skills.
3. Identify learning goals.
4.Construct proficiency scales.



“I have over 25 
students in my classes.”

Problem: 
How can I write learning goals for all my 
students that is both challenging and 
attainable?



“I have over 25 students 
in my classes.”

Solution: 
Construct learning goals at different levels 
of difficulty.



Three Levels of Performance 
Related to EVERY Learning Goal:

AT the learning goal
BEYOND the learning goal

BELOW the learning goal



Learning through Action
1. Here is the school’s Prioritised standard from the 

Australian Curriculum we used before:
“The#student#uses#24Fhour#time#and#am#and#
pm#notation#in#realFlife#situations,#and#
constructs#timelines.”��

2. On your table develop learning goals for the pre-requisites 
(below the learning goal) students will need to have 
mastered before they can be reach proficiency.

3. On your table develop learning goals 
for beyond proficiency (focusing on the 
way students could apply their 
knowledge and skills to build the depth 
of their understanding of the learning 
goals at standard).



GENERIC PROFICIENCY SCALE
AREA: YEAR LEVEL: 

4.0
APPLICATION

In addition to exhibiting a level 3 performance, in-depth inferences and 
applications that go BEYOND what was taught in class.

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content

3.0
TARGET LEARNING GOAL
(PRIORITISED STANDARD)

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at 
score 3.0 content

2.0
PRE-REQUISITES

Fundamental knowledge, simpler procedures, isolated details, 
vocabulary

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, but major errors or omissions regarding 
score 3.0 content

1.0 With help, the student can perform score 2.0 and 3.0 expectations

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content

0.0 Even with help, no success



GENERIC PROFICIENCY SCALE
AREA: YEAR LEVEL: 

4.0
APPLICATION

In addition to exhibiting a level 3 performance, in-depth inferences and 
applications that go BEYOND what was taught in class.

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content

3.0
TARGET LEARNING GOAL
(PRIORITISED STANDARD)

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at 
score 3.0 content

2.0
PRE-REQUISITES

Fundamental knowledge, simpler procedures, isolated details, 
vocabulary

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, but major errors or omissions regarding 
score 3.0 content

1.0 With help, the student can perform score 2.0 and 3.0 expectations

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content

0.0 Even with help, no success



Developing 
Proficiency Scales

Step 1

STEP 1:
Identify Priority Standards
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3.0

Students will be able to:
• count to and from 10 000
• recognise, model, represent and 

order numbers to at least 10 000
• place 4-digit numbers on a 

number line
• represent 4-digit numbers using 

concrete, symbolic and written 
form

STEP 2:
Translate the identified 
standard into a clear and 
specific learning goal or 
goals.  A single Priority 
Standard may contain 
multiple learning goals. 
The learning goal(s) from 
the Prioritised Standard 
become the target 
learning goal(s) of score 
3.0 of the Proficiency 
Scale.

Developing 
Proficiency Scales

Step 2



2.0

Students will be able to:
• recognise or recall specific

terminology, such as:
- recognise, order, model, 

represent, ascending, 
descending, greater than/less 
than

• read and represent 3-digit whole 
numbers
• link the different representations 

of these numbers including:
o Concrete and symbolic
o Concrete and verbal
o Verbal and symbolic

• write 3-digit numbers in word 
form

• use number lines to locate 3-digit 
numbers in the appropriate order

• Recognise place value of 2 and 3-
digit numbers

STEP 3:
Create simpler learning 
goal(s) by identifying the 
skills or knowledge that are 
fundamental (pre-
requisites) to the target 
learning goal(s).  This 
becomes the score 2.0 
content.  Simpler learning 
goals typically include 
vocabulary and basic 
processes.

Developing 
Proficiency Scales

Step 3



Developing 
Proficiency Scales

Step 4
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STEP 4:
Create a more complex 
learning goal by 
identifying information or 
skills that go above and 
beyond the target goal. To 
aid in creating score 4.0 
learning goals, teachers 
can use a taxonomy that 
describes cognitive 
complexity.



4.0

Students will be able to:
• identify mistakes with a sequence 

of 4-digit and 5-digit numbers
• investigate real life applications –

where would you see 10 000 
(buying a car, speed odometers)
• decide where numbers would fit 

on a number line using half way 
points (e.g. 13 500 would fit 
between 13 000 and 14 000

STEP 4:
Create a more complex 
learning goal by 
identifying information or 
skills that go above and 
beyond the target goal. To 
aid in creating score 4.0 
learning goals, teachers 
can use a taxonomy that 
describes cognitive 
complexity.

Developing 
Proficiency Scales

Step 4



Number and Algebra
Counting to and From 10 000 – recognise, model, represent, order

Number and place Value YEAR LEVEL: Three

4.0

Students will be able to:
• identify mistakes with a sequence of 4-digit and 5-digit numbers
• investigate real life applications – where would you see 10 000 

(buying a car, speed odometers)
• decide where numbers would fit on a number line using half way 

points (e.g. 13 500 would fit between 13 000 and 14 000
3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 

4.0 content

3.0

Students will be able to:
• count to and from 10 000
• recognise,model, represent and order numbers to at least 10 000
• place 4-digit numbers on a number line
• represent 4-digit numbers using concrete, symbolic and written form

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and 
partial success at score 3.0 content

2.0

Students will be able to:
• recognise or recall specific terminology, such as:

- recognise, order, model, represent, ascending, descending, greater 
than/less than

• read and represent 3-digit whole numbers
• link the different representations of these numbers including:

o Concrete and symbolic
o Concrete and verbal
o Verbal and symbolic

• write 3-digit numbers in word form
• use number lines to locate 3-digit numbers in the appropriate order
• Recognise place value of 2 and 3-digit numbers
1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, but major errors or 

omissions regarding score 3.0 content
1.0 With help, the student can perform score 2.0 and 3.0 expectations

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 
content

0.0 Even with help, no success

STEP 4:
Create a more complex 
learning goal by 
identifying information or 
skills that go above and 
beyond the target goal. To 
aid in creating score 4.0 
learning goals, teachers 
can use a taxonomy that 
describes cognitive 
complexity.

Developing 
Proficiency Scales

Step 4



A proficiency scale is 
a like a road map for 
learning.

It allows teachers to 
differentiate the time 
and support required 
to reach the expected 
standard (proficiency).

Number and Algebra
Counting to and From 10 000 – recognise, model, represent, order

Number and place Value YEAR LEVEL: Three

4.0

Students will be able to:
• identify mistakes with a sequence of 4-digit and 5-digit numbers
• investigate real life applications – where would you see 10 000 

(buying a car, speed odometers)
• decide where numbers would fit on a number line using half way 

points (e.g. 13 500 would fit between 13 000 and 14 000
3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 

4.0 content

3.0

Students will be able to:
• count to and from 10 000
• recognise,model, represent and order numbers to at least 10 000
• place 4-digit numbers on a number line
• represent 4-digit numbers using concrete, symbolic and written form

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and 
partial success at score 3.0 content

2.0

Students will be able to:
• recognise or recall specific terminology, such as:

- recognise, order, model, represent, ascending, descending, greater 
than/less than

• read and represent 3-digit whole numbers
• link the different representations of these numbers including:

o Concrete and symbolic
o Concrete and verbal
o Verbal and symbolic

• write 3-digit numbers in word form
• use number lines to locate 3-digit numbers in the appropriate order
• Recognise place value of 2 and 3-digit numbers
1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, but major errors or 

omissions regarding score 3.0 content
1.0 With help, the student can perform score 2.0 and 3.0 expectations

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 
content

0.0 Even with help, no success



Students end up 
with major, and 
often unique gaps 
when we aren't 
clear about what 
students learn, 
and to what 
degree they learn 
it. 

Number and Algebra
Counting to and From 10 000 – recognise, model, represent, order

Number and place Value YEAR LEVEL: Three

4.0

Students will be able to:
• identify mistakes with a sequence of 4-digit and 5-digit numbers
• investigate real life applications – where would you see 10 000 

(buying a car, speed odometers)
• decide where numbers would fit on a number line using half way 

points (e.g. 13 500 would fit between 13 000 and 14 000
3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 

4.0 content

3.0

Students will be able to:
• count to and from 10 000
• recognise,model, represent and order numbers to at least 10 000
• place 4-digit numbers on a number line
• represent 4-digit numbers using concrete, symbolic and written form

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and 
partial success at score 3.0 content

2.0

Students will be able to:
• recognise or recall specific terminology, such as:

- recognise, order, model, represent, ascending, descending, greater 
than/less than

• read and represent 3-digit whole numbers
• link the different representations of these numbers including:

o Concrete and symbolic
o Concrete and verbal
o Verbal and symbolic

• write 3-digit numbers in word form
• use number lines to locate 3-digit numbers in the appropriate order
• Recognise place value of 2 and 3-digit numbers
1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, but major errors or 

omissions regarding score 3.0 content
1.0 With help, the student can perform score 2.0 and 3.0 expectations

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 
content

0.0 Even with help, no success



Number and Algebra
Counting to and From 10 000 – recognise, model, represent, order

Number and place Value YEAR LEVEL: Three

4.0

• I can identify mistakes with a sequence of 4-digit and 5-digit numbers
• I can investigate real life applications – where would you see 10 000 

(buying a car, speed odometers)
• I can decide where numbers would fit on a number line using half way 

points (e.g. 13 500 would fit between 13 000 and 14 000
3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 

4.0 content

3.0

• I can count to and from 10 000
• I can recognise, model, represent and order numbers to at least 10 000
• I can place 4-digit numbers on a number line
• I can represent 4-digit numbers using concrete, symbolic and written form

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and 
partial success at score 3.0 content

2.0

• I can recognise or recall specific terminology, such as:
- recognise, order, model, represent, ascending, descending, great 
than/less than

• I can read and represent 3-digit and 4-digit whole numbers
• I can link the different representations of these numbers including:

o Concrete and symbolic
o Concrete and verbal
o Verbal and symbolic

• I can write 3-digit numbers in word form
• I can use number lines to locate 3-digit numbers in the appropriate order
• I can identify place value in 2 and 3 digit numbers
1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, but major errors or 

omissions regarding score 3.0 content
1.0 With help, the student can perform score 2.0 and 3.0 expectations

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 
content

0.0 Even with help, no success

We can then make 
the learning goals 
‘student friendly’.



Conclusion



What lit your fire?
What ignited your interest?

What burning question do you
need to explore further?

What preconceived notions 
were burned down?



On your table discuss the Norm that you 
committed to for the day.

Share your impressions on to 
what degree you were able to 
keep your commitment.

Participants

NORMS



It begins with a shared understanding 
of where you want to go, together….. 



…and is fueled by a continuous process 
of building the skill and the will to share 
responsibility for the success of all 
learners.





What#we#know#today#
does#not#make#

yesterday#wrong,#it#
makes#tomorrow#better.

- Carol Commodore



A Final Word



Desired Outcomes
By the end of this session participants will have….
• a deeper understanding of the concept of a PLC
• a clearer understanding of the characteristics of an 

effective PLC and collaborative teams
• an understanding of the PLC process
• a deeper understanding of the actions and tasks required 

for your school to continue to grow as a PLC
• a deeper understanding of the tasks of the collaborative 

teams in a PLC
• considered your personal commitment to the PLC process



We appreciate you taking the 
time to complete the

feedback sheet. 









Conclusion##



Morning 
Tea Break



Welcome 
back from 
the break



Lunch 
Break



Welcome back 
from the break



Session&resources



OUR CURRENT REALITY
How clear are you on 
this aspect of the PLC 
learning cycle? 

What might be some of 
the challenges you 
could face? 

How might these be 
overcome?

What support might 
you need?
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OUR CURRENT REALITY
How clear are you on 
this aspect of the PLC 
learning cycle? 

What might be some of 
the challenges you 
could face? 

How might these be 
overcome?

What support might 
you need?
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OUR CURRENT REALITY
How clear are you on 
this aspect of the PLC 
learning cycle? 

What might be some of 
the challenges you 
could face? 

How might these be 
overcome?

What support might 
you need?
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OUR CURRENT REALITY
How clear are you on 
this aspect of the 
PLC learning cycle? 

What might be some of 
the challenges you 
could face? 

How might these be 
overcome?

What support might 
you need?
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OUR CURRENT REALITY
How clear are you on 
this aspect of the PLC 
learning cycle? 

What might be some of 
the challenges you 
could face? 

How might these be 
overcome?

What support might 
you need?
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Leading a culture of 
learning



Adults learn best when…..

• from their peers 
• from role models 
• when expectations and vision are clear 
• through timely and targeted feedback from peers 

and leaders

- The Essential Guide to professional Learning : 
Leading Culture, Australian Institute for Teaching and 
School Leadership, 



Adults learn best when…..

• through clear communication 
• when there is an achievable and satisfying 

challenge to undertake 
• when there are multiple opportunities to learn 
• when they are at the edge of their 

comfort zone 

- The Essential Guide to professional Learning : 
Leading Culture, Australian Institute for Teaching and 
School Leadership, 



Adults learn best when…..

• when necessary resources are available
• they feel supported 
• when they are motivated 
• when the learning involves the active construction 

of their knowledge 

- The Essential Guide to professional Learning : 
Leading Culture, Australian Institute for Teaching and 
School Leadership, 



Adults learn best when…..

• with just in time support 
• through action and experience 
• when supported by effective systems and 

processes 
• with the opportunity to practice 

more than once 

- The Essential Guide to professional Learning : 
Leading Culture, Australian Institute for Teaching and 
School Leadership, 



Adults learn best when…..

• when their individual learning style is taken into 
account 

• when they are aware of (and committed to) the 
need to improve 

• when when strategies that are 
not successful the first learning 
are seen as opportunities to 
learn more for the future 

- The Essential Guide to professional Learning : 
Leading Culture, Australian Institute for Teaching and 
School Leadership, 



Adults learn best when…..

• when learning is delivered in context
• when just enough time is provided (not too 

little and not too much)
• when helped to succeed at 

making a difference
• when they have choice and 

automony

- The Essential Guide to professional Learning : 
Leading Culture, Australian Institute for Teaching and 
School Leadership, 



- The Essential Guide to professional 
Learning : Leading Culture, Australian 
Institute for Teaching and School 
Leadership, 

Features of an effective 
professional learning 
culture…..




